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1841 reasons christianity is false kyroot - according to the bible god killed or authorized the killings of up to 25 million
people this is the god of which jesus was an integral part, do any first century historians mention the jesus of - do any
first century historians mention the jesus of christianity by kenneth harding 2002 what is a good source a contemporary
historian that is to say an historian that lived and wrote during the time in which christ is said to have lived, answering
christianity islam s answers to trinitarian - here are some of my favorite stunning scientific miracles in the glorious quran
from among the tens 10s that are listed in the main sections below 1 here is one stunning numerical miracle from the 10s
below for you the glorious quran has 114 chapters, josephus on jesus forgery and fraud flavius testimonium - a brief
paragraph in antiquities of the jews by the jewish historian josephus 37 100 ce is cited as proof of the existence of jesus
christ is it really or is it a forgery, history of christianity religious tolerance - each of the above denominations tends to
view very early christianity as movement which agreed on almost everything however historians view the early christian
movement as composed of many faith groups which taught widely varying beliefs, isaiah 65 66 declare christianity to be a
false religion - 6 conclusion it is clear that christianity is in a clashing contradiction with isaiah 65 and 66 the pork eaters are
cursed till the day of judgment in these two chapters while christianity allows for eating of pork, finding jesus faith fact
forgery six holy objects - finding jesus faith fact forgery six holy objects that tell the remarkable story of the gospels david
gibson michael mckinley on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers as featured in the 6 part cnn series finding jesus
finding jesus explores six major artifacts, alleged forgery in the gospel of mark religious tolerance - christian scriptures
new testament alleged forgery in the gospel of mark sponsored link forgery is perhaps a rather harsh word within christian
religious circles the term apocryphal addition is commonly used to describe a passage that an unknown copyist added to the
original manuscript conservative christians and some others believe in the inerrancy of the bible, christianity facts and the
hidden truth - history s great leaders people like pasteur and salk are leaders in the first sense people like gandhi and
confucius on one hand and alexander caesar and hitler on the other are leaders in the second and perhaps the third sense,
timeline of christianity wikipedia - the year one is the first year in the christian calendar there is no year zero which is the
calendar presently used in unison with the gregorian calendar almost everywhere in the world traditionally this was held to
be the year jesus was born however most modern scholars argue for an earlier or later date the most agreed upon being
between 6 bc and 4 bc, is matthew 28 19 authentic or a forgery living hope - introduction tucked away at the end of the
gospel of matthew is the great commission it reads therefore go teach all nations baptizing them in the name of the father
and of the son and of the holy spirit mat 28 19, donation of constantine document britannica com - donation of
constantine latin donatio constantini and constitutum constantini the best known and most important forgery of the middle
ages the document purporting to record the roman emperor constantine the great s bestowal of vast territory and spiritual
and temporal power on pope sylvester i, the secret gospel of mark unveiled imagined rituals of - the secret gospel of
mark unveiled imagined rituals of sex death and madness in a biblical forgery peter jeffery on amazon com free shipping on
qualifying offers in 1958 bible scholar morton smith announced the discovery of a sensational manuscript a second century
letter written by st clement of alexandria, capital punishment bad news about christianity - uncomfortable facts about
christianity appalling history doubtful origins unreliable authorities flawed philosophy discredited arguments deceptions and
forgeries, church fathers bad news about christianity - apostolic traditions since the bible fails to mention certain
doctrines and practices that are now considered characteristically christian some branches of christianity have looked to
early traditions to justify them, why is the holiest shrine in christianity guarded by two - the church of the holy sepulchre
in jerusalem is considered to be the holiest site in christianity according to tradition this was the place where jesus christ was
crucified buried and resurrected from the dead
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